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In the art of cinematography it is fre
For the purpose of illustrating the genus
quently desirable to subject ?lm to‘ a pro of theinvention, a typical embodiment is
longed treatment and at the time to feed the shown in the (accompanying drawings in

?lm continuously through the treating ap

which:

lj; paratus. For example, in printing a blank .
4

~ ?lm by imbibition from a dye-soaked matrix, “

?lm it is necessary to hold the ?lms in inti
mate contact for severalpminutes to permit
the’ blank ?lm to imbibe‘ the dye from the

‘

'

‘

’

Fig.1 is a diagrammatic plan view;

(Iifig. 2 is a diagrammatic >side elevation;
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Fig. 3 is an end elevation of the two- in~
clined

wheels.
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1:) matrix." Prior to this invention the best way ~

of obtaining this result in a continuous ma:

chine has involved a long approximately
straight ?lm' ath as disclosed in the patent to

Comstock, 1, 07,710, granted April 2, 1929.

15 However, this. arrangement requires either
a long machine or a slow rate of ?lm travel.

The particular embodiment‘ of the inven
tion'vchosen for the purpose of illustration
comprises two wheels 'P and B’ arranged in
axial> alignment at one of the loops‘ and two
wheels I and I’ oppositely inclined. at the
other end of the loops with the two wheels
I and I’ offset with respect to each other lon

60

{The-principal object of the present invention, gitudinally ofthe loops. The upper side of

therefore, is to obtain the advantages of the wheel I’ is in tangential alignment with the
aforesaid type of machine and at »the' same upper side of wheel P, the lower side of.
20 time reduce the length of the machine and/or wheel P is in tangential alignment with the
increase the rate 0 j?lm travel so that mgre lower side of wheel I, the upper side of wheel ~
‘may be processed‘in a givenlength of I is in tangential alignment with the upper
side of wheel P’ and the lower side of wheel
tlme.
As in the aforesaid
U
patent, the
~ present in P’ is in tangential alignment with the lower
25 vention “preferably utilizes an endless belt side of wheel I’. Thus the endless belt B 75

s

for conducting the ?lm alon a predetermined feeds continuously around the wheels, the

path and, especially for im ibition uses,'the '

direction, of movement of the four stretches ~

elt is preferably provided with registering of\belt being/indicated by arroivsthe arrows

pins for interengagement with the sprocket ‘\associated with the upper stretches being
30 holesrof the ?lm. The belt travels in a p’lur

solid and the arrows associated with the

80

lower stretches being broken. As will be
vided in each end of each‘ loop for‘supporting evident from Fig. 1 the stretches of belt ex
4 and guiding the belt. The axes of certain of »tending‘ from wheel I’. to the Lopposite ends
' the wheels are incliITed transversely of the of the ‘loops clear the wheel I with a wide

\ I ality of loops and at least one wheel is pro

35 loops so that each wheel at one end ofythe margin of spacing'due to the opposite incli
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loops is‘ longitudinally aligned with the nation-of the two wheels land I’. In using
,2 periphery of a wheel at the other end of'the ‘ this apparatus ‘for imbibit-ion purposes,
loops’. Thus the stretches of belt and ?lm matrix and blank ?lms maydber‘fed onto the

bridging aligned peripheries at opposite

belt as indicated at M and- F and, after hav

40 ends of the loops, while they may be twisted ing traversed the major portion of both

90

through an angle less than ninety degreesdue ‘loops, may‘ be guided to take-up reels MR

. to the aforesaid inclination of one 'or inore of

and FR. Inasmuch as all of ‘the details of

the wheels, are not subjected to unequal ten— construction of apparatus of this character '
sion transversely of the belt and” ?lms. The are disclosed in the aforesaid patent further
inclined wheels may be at the same end.or_ at / description is unnecessary for a full iinder
opposite ends of the loop and‘ they may be 1n- . standing of the present invention”
- Qclined, in the same‘ or opposite 'direct1ons. ; It will, of course, be understood that many
However, the inclined wheels are preferably modi?cations may be made within the scope
,

at the same end and ~are preferably inclined

59 _ in opposite directions.
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of the appended claims, For example in~
stead of having only two loops any desired

2.
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number may be employed as for example by loops, whereby the belt may be fed continu-/
duplicating the wheels P‘ and I' and increas_ » ously around said loops substantially with
ing the size and inclination of the wheel I’. out unequal tension transversely of the belt.

7. Cinematographic apparatus comprising
I claim:
1
:1. Ginematographic apparatus for feed an endless belt in a plurality’of loops, and a
ing ?lnr along a series of loops comprising wheel in each vend of each loop, the axes of

70

opposed sets of ?lm wheels, the peripheries certain of the wheels being parallel and ‘the

of the wheels of one set’tangentially align axes of other of the wheels being inclined
ing with the peripheries of the wheels ofthe transversely of the loops to align the periph
10

other set and the axes of certain'of the wheels ery of each wheel at one end ofthe loops".

15

ing ?lm along a series of loops comprising tially without unequal tension transversely;
'
A
I
‘ '
opposed sets of ?lm wheels, the peripheries of the belt. ’

being oppositely inclined to each other trans“ with the periphery of a wheel at the other
end of the loops, whereby the belt may bev
versely of the loops.
‘
i
2. _Cinematographic apparatus for feed fed continuously around said loops substan

8.‘ Cinematographic apparatus comprising
of the wheels of one set tangentially align;
ing with the peripheries of the ‘wheels of the an endless belt in‘a pluralit of loops, and a
other set and the axes of wheels of one’set wheel in each end of each oop, the axes of

I ' being oppositely inclined to each other trans

certain of the wheels at onenend of the loops

‘being inclined to each other transversely of
3. Cinematographic apparatus compris the loops to align the periphery of each wheel

20 versely of the loops.’ -

J _

ing an endless'belt in a plurality of loops, and at one end of the loops with the periphery

x a wheel in each end of each loop, the axes of of a wheel at the‘other end of the loops,
certain of the. wheels being oppositely in-. " whereby the belt may be vfed continuously
clined transversely 015 the loops with oppo around said loops substantially without in;
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site sides of each wheel at each end of the’ equal tension transversely of the belt.

loops substantially in tangential alignment

9. cinematographic apparatus comprising

with the peripheries of wheels at the other an endless \belt in a pluralit of loops, and a
end of the loops, whereby the’ belt may be wheel in each end of each oop, the axes of
fed continuously around said loops substan certain of the wheels being inclined trans

tially without unequal tension transversely versely of the loops ‘to align the periphery
of each wheelat one end of the loops with

of the belt.

A; cinematographic apparatus compris-i

the periphery of a wheel at the other end of ~

ing an endless belt in a plurality of loops, and ‘ the loops, whereby the belt may be fed con

a‘ wheel in each end of each loop, the wheels tinuously around ‘said loops substantially ion
at one end of the loops being coaxial and the gvilthout unequal tension transversely of the
e t.
“
wheels at the other end of the loops being op
Signed by me at Boston, Massachusetts, \
positely inclined transversely of the loops to
_ align the periphery of each wheel at one end
40

of the loops with the periphery of a wheel
at the other end of the loops, whereby the belt

may be fed continuously around said loops
substantially without unequal tension trans
versely of the belt.
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V 5. Cineniatographic apparatus comprising
4 an endless belt in a plurality of loops, and a

wheel in each end of each loop, the axes of"

two Wheels atone end of the loops being op-

positely inclined transversely of the loops
so that opposite sides of their peripheries are

offset in opposite directions in tangential‘
alignment with di?erent wheels at the other
end of the loops, whereby the endless belt
'niay be fed continuously around said loops
substantially without unequal tension tra'ns
versely of the belt.

.6. inematographic apparatus comprising

(30

an endless belt in a plurality of loops, and a’
Wheel in each end of each loop, the-axes of
wheels at one end of the loops being parallel *
and the axes of wheels at the other end of

the loops being inclined to each other trans

versely of the loops to align the periphery of

“a

each wheel at one end of the loops with the
~VI periphery of a wheel at the other end of the

this twenty-?rst day of January, 1930.
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